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Schuman 2.0 Declaration  

 

EU needs improvement. No matter if its system or topics, towards its citizens or 

external stakeholders. You can choose between sustainable finances, efficiency (e.g. 

lower HR budget by more contract flexibility) or transparency (looking at Amnesty 

International report 2019 there is a lot space towards acceptable).  

Each of the 50 geographically fitting countries need to be candidate countries. By 

autonomous driving, better and clear progresses in bridge building I see bridges 

connecting bordering countries of the North Sea, the Baltic Sea and the Kattegat with 

each other and more Eurasian projects like the Trans Eurasia Express. An united 

train booking system and English as officialese would help in everyday life. Giving 

European Parliament the possibility of legislative initiative would be the first step to 

better democracy just before simplifying citizens‘ initiatives, but residents‘ veto 

chances at projects of systemic importance like German power supply lines have to 

be lower. Also a smaller commission, 1 presidential candidate per party, transnational 

voting within 24 hours, ordinary resolutions and common constitution must be 

implemented. All established decision-makers should become aware that economy is 

at weaker countries also in 2020 a big point: We need competitive business taxes, 

easier patent applications and enterprise founding. Emotional, so deciding at polls 

about strategic migration management like Canada and ecological sustainability by 

new ways like carbon capture + storage and shared emissions trading. Energy: Also 

without emergency power generator electrical power outage of more than 1 minute 

should become a memory from last decade, same with tax money redistribution 

because of a lack in energy network. Voting right from your 16th birthday would gave 

a more corporate feeling, same with broader shared knowledge, 1 media channel 

with presence at all platforms informing about news of member countries like national 

ones do, early infantile education with values like openness and creativity. We 

already know from lower levels that we do have enough binding policies and specific 

laws, but the EU should be a role model at least in Europe‘s hierarchy. Finance is an 

unemotional point but its effects can reach everyone’s heart. Its rules have to be fixed 

only by the EU, just as asylum law and free trade agreements. There shouldn’t be 

taxes on medicine, organic and healthy food, green energy like tidal power plants, 

algae power stations, pumped storage hydro power stations or osmose power plants, 

environment friendly measures sustainable reforestation, train travelling and rescuing 

waters & grounds                                                                                                                              

from oil, metal, plastic or ammunition. IT game changers are 5G, glass fibre and AI: 

Together with NFC and VoIP these enhancements / replacements increase the 

pressure on red tape and people who seem to be glued to their positions. Estonia is 

at a general role model in public digitization, just as Ukraine’s use of it according 

corruption. AI works in our medicine industry as precise and fast as no human can. In 

the eastern and southern member countries equality is missed mostly, especially 

LGBT rights. The effectiveness of the EU’s military role for example in the Middle 

East & North Africa and its diplomatic actions towards China, USA and Russia are 

unacceptable. The well-equipped EU army with up-to-date IT security needs to be 

realised more extensive than planned and the 2% NATO aim has to become reality 

for all European Union members. We should be transferred France’s permanent seat 



at the UNSC. Coming from the country with the most neighbours -9- I know many 

stories how cross-border security suffers from rules of yesterday. An official WWII 

peace treaty is overdue.  

Strengthening the EU means weakening the Nordic Council etc., ultimately it leads to 

liquidation of state below supranational. As the legislative period takes 5 years, 

Ursula von der Leyen has plenty of time to care about these points and become a 

more powerful commission president by rights in the next term, so that Corona, 

antibiotic resistant bacteria and ABC attacks have less chances to tear us apart.       

 

Christoph Liesen, Germany 

              

                            


